Abstract-We present a novel technique for ultrawideband RF disambiguation where we are able to determine the precise Nyquist band from which an optically sampled, and therefore downconverted signal originated. This is accomplished by applying a discrete perturbation to the sampling rate, and measuring the magnitude and direction of the shift in signal location within the fundamental Nyquist band. Once the Nyquist band has been determined, the exact signal frequency can also be recovered. We demonstrate extremely accurate multioctave signal recovery over 1 MHz-40 GHz.
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I. MOTIVATION
O PTICAL sampling for higher sampling rates and fidelity is increasingly seen as a solution for advancing digital signal processing, which is presently severely limited by the speed and resolution of electronic analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [1] - [3] . Sampling speeds on the order of tens-of-gigahertz, even with limited resolution, would enable functionality currently unaccessible through any other means [4] . Also noteworthy is that sampled analog photonic links have been shown to have performance rivaling that of the standard CW architecture [5] , and offer increased optical lauch power for long-haul applications [6] .
There are a multitude of uses for ADCs in both commercial and military applications, and these systems would benefit significantly by having high-resolution photonic ADCs with multi-octave instantaneous bandwidth. Ultra-wide bandwidth requirements present a scaling issue for present day electronic ADCs, where latency, size, weight, power and cost all become intolerable. Optical sampling and disambiguation techniques in analog photonic links provide a viable pathway for overcoming the drawbacks of electronic ADCs by allowing a small number of receivers to cover broadband ranges out to 100 GHz simultaneously. Additionally, photonic subsampling operates in realtime on arbitrary, band-limited RF signals [7] for a potential payoff of realtime signal identification upwards of 100 GHz.
In a recent publication [8] , we describe a subsampling technique where we impart a known 'jitter' onto the sample rate that allows for coarse multi-octave alias band disambiguation through a single direct measurement. Here we present a subsampling technique for broadband RF disambiguation that allows us to precisely determine the frequency content of a down-converted signal, where we recover not only the actual Nyquist band order, but the originating frequency itself. This is achieved in a simple direct manner through a discrete perturbation to the optical sampling rate, where the resulting shift in the down-converted waveform has a distinct magnitude and direction that then facilitates disambiguation.
II. LINK ARCHITECTURE AND THEORY Figure 1 depicts the link architecture for our experiments. It consists of a 5 GHz pulse laser source, where an optical comb is generated in a familiar fashion [9] by an intensity modulator cascaded with four phase modulators and then compressed with standard single mode fiber, followed by an intensity modulated direct detection (IMDD) link for the subsampling. The RF input to all the pulse source modulators is true-time-delay (TTD) matched, a requirement for maintaining pulsewidth with tuning of the repetition rate where the intensity and phase modulation must be temporally aligned for short pulse generation. Measurements are made with a spectrum analyzer (ESA) out to 40 GHz, the limit of our analog signal generator.
The pulsed optical carrier gives rise to a comb spectrum, and since the input RF is sampled in this link configuration, the output RF power spectrum consists of replicas of the input spectrum spaced by the repetition rate, f rep , of the optical pulse sequence. So for a sampled signal measured in the fundamental Nyquist band, from [8] we see that the output RF power spectral density is
where P sp (ω) is the spectrum of the optical pulse intensity, I avg is the average photocurrent incident on a single photodiode, V in (ω) is the input RF signal, V π (ω) is the frequency dependent half-wave voltage of the modulator, R o is the load resistance seen by the photodiode,
is the photodiode transfer function, and H lp (ω) is a low-pass filter transfer function, where in this experiment this equates to setting the span of the ESA to measure within only the fundamental Nyquist band. The RF spectra may be rewritten for signals in the n-th alias band as [8] 
whereω o = nω rep − ω is the alias frequency within the fundamental Nyquist band f ∈ [0, f rep /2] of which we are measuring. The input frequency content within ± f rep /2 of the n-th comb line will appear at this alias frequency. ω n signifies frequencies falling within the particular n-th order band (see Fig. 2 ), at which the RF input is modulated. As we introduce above, the method for disambiguation involves a known small perturbation to the sample rate, f rep , which we denote as a discrete frequency-dither, f d . The dithered sample rate is then f rep = ( f rep + f d ), where a fixed f d is added to the sample rate, which we define as being positive or negative. Accordingly, f d will either increase or decrease the sample rate, where in our experiment we increase it having f rep > f rep . The effect of this perturbation to the sample rate is depicted in Figure 2 . The magnitude of the shift that P s (ω o ) will experience is some multiple of f d , equaling n, or the alias band from which the signal originally arose. The shift can also be defined as the sampled center frequency with perturbation to the sample rate relative to the original sampled center frequency without. Signals arising from the fundamental Nyquist band, f < 2.5 GHz in this experiment, do not incur a shift as there is no aliasing occuring at these frequencies and therefore no disambiguation is necessary. As shown in Fig. 2 , the magnitude of this shift grows proportionally with frequency as
where n is an integer number representing the alias band, or ratio of the n-th harmonic of the pulse train repetition rate divided by the fundamental repetition rate which equals 5 GHz here. Therefore, the magnitude of this shift in P s (ω o ) allows us to determine from which folding band, n, the original frequency content resides.
In order to distinguish the specific Nyquist band, m, within the n-th folding band that the link input signal arose, we have to consider the direction of the shift in P s (ω o ), positive or negative relative to the original center frequency within the fundamental Nyquist band. Here in Fig. 2 this is defined as
where ω s is the center frequency of the signal of interest. And considering the dithered sample rate, f rep as defined above, we haveω
The disambiguation then follows for f rep > f rep as simply: where for m = 2n, ω s > n · 2π f rep , and for m = 2n − 1, ω s < n · 2π f rep . The direction of the shift is opposite if f rep < f rep , and in that case the conditions in Eq. (5) would reverse. This agrees with the behavior depicted schematically in Fig. 2 , which is specific to our experiment in which we increase the sample rate by a small amount, with f rep > f rep . Finally, for up-converting to the actual frequency once n and m are known, we use the following formalism:
While our proof-of-concept experiments utilize discrete tones as example waveforms, the underlying technique is readily extendable to waveforms exhibiting larger bandwidths, for example frequency-or phase-modulated signals. For this class of waveforms which can exhibit broad spectral features the peak-searching process would be replaced with a measurement of the spectral centroid [10] .
By measuring the shift in spectral centroid as the sample rate is varied, the Nyquist band may then be determined. Verification of system performance with wideband signals and in dense signal environments are two important areas of future work. In particular, signals spanning a Nyquist boundary pose a challenge for many techniques. In our system we can adjust the sample by much more than the 10 kHz demonstrated here thereby allowing Nyquist band edges to be widely tuned, alleviating the problem posed by such signals.
With regard to environments where there are many signals of interest present, this technique may be readily applied to disambiguate signals which do not overlap in frequency. For signals with overlapping frequency content, the system output in practice would be captured digitally thereby allowing additional processing (e.g. time-frequency techniques such as spectograms). Once signals are resolved in time-frequency space our technique can be directly applied to resolve the frequency ambiguity. Along these same lines, intermodulation products come into question as well, particularly 3rd-order within analog optical links arising from the modulator. This non-linearity is well understood, and therefore some additional processing would allow for their discrimination and separation from real signals.
III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT In our first experiment using the link architecture in Fig. 1 , we made measurements to show the relative shift magnitude as a function of ω s and folding band, n. We also show that the direction is a function of Nyquist band m, and these results are shown here in Fig. 3 . We see that the behavior agrees with the theory as discussed in section II, where the magnitude grows as n × | f d | with f d = +10 kHz in our experiment. From this we are able to determine n as n
The opposing shifts shown in Fig. 3 delineate the dependence upon which side of the n-th order comb line (center of alias band n) the frequency falls. Both 4.7 and 29.7 GHz had ã ω >ω o and therefore fall into their appropriate Nyquist bands, m = 1 and m = 11 respectively, as suggested by the theory in section II and depicted in Fig. 2 . And similarly for both 5.3 and 30.3 GHz, havingω <ω o , m can be determined as 2 and 12 respectively. This illustrates how we can recover down-converted and therefore ambiguous signals within the fundamental Nyquist band, which in this case all map to 300 MHz. The subsampled signals do not all overlap exactly at 300 MHz due to the absolute frequency accuracy of our 5 GHz comb generator which deviates about 200 Hz from 5 GHz, and its effect worsening with frequency. Figure 3 shows this, where the kHz-scale subsampled deviation is about 4 times more at the higher frequencies (∼ 1 kHz for n = 1 vs. ∼ 4 kHz for n = 6). This ratio should theoretically be 6, but is consistent with the error in the sample rate given the 510 Hz resolution bandwidth of this measurement).
In the former experiment, the down-converted frequency 300 MHz was a chosen known as a means to determine at which frequencies to test and validate the theory for demonstration purposes. Realistically, the down-converted signal would be unknown, and the original frequency from which the signal arose ambiguous. To prove the disambiguation, we designed another experiment (again using the link architecture in Fig. 1 with f d = +10 kHz) where we automated the measurement process to have a random input RF frequency in the 1 MHz -40 GHz range. The equipment was under instrument control, and the input RF into the link was randomized over a 1000 run test set. For every run, the ESA was set to measure the signal, with and without f d , only within the fundamental Nyquist band, which in our experiment was 0-2.5 GHz. Figure 4 shows these measurements for each random RF input, and illustrates the disambiguation problem where there is potential for many frequencies to be aliased to the same baseband frequency. The code included algorithms for determining n and m, and from which the actual frequency also could be determined as detailed in section II. The results of these measurements and calculations is shown in Fig. 5 . We show extremely accurate Nyquist band designation with each measured signal being recovered to its approximate origin, allowing us to then determine the exact frequency from which the measured down-converted signal arose as indicated by the 1:1 line (gray) across the range of random input RF in Fig. 5 . The average RMS signal recovery error over all Fig. 4 . A plot of the measured subsampled frequency over 1000 random input RF from 1 MHz to 40 GHz. This illustrates the disambiguation problem because many frequencies will map to the same frequency within the fundamental Nyquist band which is 0-2.5 GHz here. Nyquist bins is negligible at ±3.26 kHz. This error increases or decreases with frequency, where we see ±260 Hz at the lower end and ±6.3 kHz at the highest frequencies we ran. These results prove this technique capable of recovering an ambiguous subsampled signal to its original frequency, which to the best of our knowledge has not yet been achieved in a simple direct manner over 10s of GHz bandwidth.
IV. SUMMARY
We have introduced a technique for broadband RF disambiguation for subsampled signals. We show that we can accurately recover unknown signals via their aliased baseband replicas by downsampling within an analog photonic link with an optical comb generated pulse source.
Precise Nyquist band designation, m, is achieved through measurment of a directional shift in the subsampled signal as an effect of perturbing the sample repetition rate by some known amount. Furthermore, the frequency from which the measured down-converted signal arose is recovered once the Nyquist band is determined.
This technique could also prove useful for coarse disambiguation, where the alias band order n can be determined by simply measuring the magnitude of the shift. It is important to note that practical implementation of this technique would require a parallel link scheme since the lifetime of a real world signal of interest could be orders smaller than the time it takes to apply a perturbation to the sample rate and disambiguate. In other words, the signal would be subsampled with both the original and perturbed sample rate simultaneously and corresponding analysis performed in realtime. The demand for more power with an additional ADC in this case is offset by removing the need for a wideband tuner, while also reducing cost. Timing distribution may be achieved with 10s of ps resolution or better ensuring the ADC outputs are captured essentially simultaneously (over this timescale realistic chirped waveforms deviate very little in frequency). To ensure highfidelity measurements low-jitter sampling will be required, which could be achieved with two mode-locked lasers or two comb generators driven by low phase noise osillators. In a recent publication [8] , we show how coarse alias band disambiguation can be achieved in realtime with only a single link by imparting a known 'jitter' to the sample rate.
